
OAKLANDS SURGERY FRIENDS AND FAMILY TEST RESULTS SEPTEMBER 2018 
How likely are you to recommend our GP practice to friends and family if they needed similar care or treatment? 

 

Comments 

"Great service" "Friendly nurse and staff" "Helpful" "Well to be quite honest l was very lucky in seeing the Doctor so soon, l phoned up yesterday and got appointment this 

morning, which is quite rare l think. The Doctor was very helpful and answered all my questions and worries, so thank you to him" "I have known Julie as a nurse for years. I was sad 

when she left but delighted she is back. She is an asset to the surgery.""The nurse is very friendly and puts you at ease""The receptionist I see was helpful , and the nurse was friendly and 

helpful ." "Leigh on reception was lovely booked me in for my flu jab and doctor’s appointment!" "Efficient and patient with any queries"  "I waited 20 minutes to 

see the doctor people expect to much of the nhs" "Appointment on time" "I was seen by the nurse today very promptly and on time but the practice when wanting a doctor leaves a 

lot to be desired I try to make an appointment with a doctor of my choice and you have to wait three weeks" "Hardly any waiting very clean friendly surgery.." "Had vaccination 

nurse was friendly and kind made experience so much better" "First clsss professional services" "Had flu dab. No waiting to long. Very good with my husband" 

 "Matthew Ray & June were very helpful." "I couldn’t get a blood test booked , so the Dr booked me in to have it at the surgery ..... it was a much nicer experience!" "Dr 

yemisi is amazing. But what could be changed is the prescription service. As they always seem to go missing." "Friendly doctors" "Very good staff" "My appt was in time, the 

Dr was polite and welcoming, and willing to listen to my problem" "Took his time going through my recent test results to offer advice" "Very easy to get through on phone & very 

caring docs & nurses." "Nurse was very helpful, but with the overall picture I think there is always improvements to be made" "Although my appointment was late by 10 minutes 

the nurse i saw was very good and efficient"  "The doctor i see today was the best ever. Made me feel at ease. So helpful" "The nurse was very friendly and efficient. I couldn’t 

say that about other services as getting an appointment is next to impossible. Even god would give up." "Didn't have to wait too long and the receptionist and nurse was very polite and 

friendly." "Appointment was on time and dealt with efficiently. Recommendation only for asthma nurse."  
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